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I write to provide Google Inc.'s written objections to Defendant's August 25,2005 
subpoena. Thank you for graciously granting Google an extension until today to serve its 
written response. I am hopeful, in keeping with our obligations under Local Rule 37-1, 
that we can continue to work productively toward a resolution, as we have done to date. 

The subpoena as written is defective for a number of reasons. During our 
negotiations, you most recently offered to narrow the subpoena's two requests so that 
Google would provide: (1) a random sampling of one million URLs from its then-current 
search database; and (2) a random sampling of one million search queries submitted to 
www.~oolzle.com on a given day. Your statistical consultant, Professor Philip Stark, 
would need personal knowledge of the sample's randomness, and thus he would need to 
direct the selection. He proposed that Google provide him with an upper bound of the 
number of stored URLs on each server, and the total number of search queries run on the 
relevant day. Professor Stark would return with one million random numbers for the 
URLs and the search queries, and Google would produce whatever URLs and search 
queries corresponded with each set of numbers. 

These written objections respond specifically to this narrowed pair of requests, 
though the same objections would generally apply-albeit with even more force-to the 
subpoena as originally written. 
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1 

INSTRUCTIONS 

A. General objection (applicable to all instructions): Google objects to these 
Instructions to the extent that they purport to impose any requirement 
beyond those contained in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Specifically, none of those Rules vests with the party propounding 
discovery the ability to instruct the receiving party as to how that party's 
response and production should proceed. 

B. Instruction 2 (search required before response): Google objects to this 
Instruction as overbroad, unduly burdensome, vague, and intended to 
harass, and further to the extent that it renders the production requests to 
seek information (a) not relevant to a claim or defense of the underlying 
lawsuit or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence; (b) available ftom a party to the litigation; (c) available fiom a 
public source; (d) subject to attorney-client, attorney-work-product, or 
joint-interest protections; or (e) privileged, confidential, or trade-secret 
information. Google cannot be expected to know-or to figure out-"all 
information" in the possession, custody, or control of all of its attorneys, 
agents, employees, boards, consultants, contractors, and other 
representatives. Google will respond to the production requests based on a 
reasonably diligent inquiry. 

C. Instructions 5 and 6 (privilege and ~roprietary-information logs): Google 
objects to these Instructions as beyond the scope of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Google will comply with those Rules in responding. 

D. Instruction 7 (document organization): Google objects to this Instruction as 
beyond the scope of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Google will 
comply with those Rules in responding. 

E. Instruction 8 (continuing obligation): Google objects to this Instruction as 
beyond the scope of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Document 
requests to third parties do not impose a continuing production obligation 
or duty to supplement. 
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11. DEFINITIONS 

A. Definition of query: Google objects to this Definition as overbroad and 
vague, to the extent that Google does not know the purpose for which a search request is 
made. Google construes the term "query" not to include any identifying information 
whatsoever. 

111. REQUESTS 

A. Request 1 (URLs) 

Google objects to this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome, vague, and 
intended to harass, and further to the extent that it seeks (a) information available from a 
party to the litigation; (b) information subject to attorney-client, attorney-work-product, 
or joint-interest protections; or (c) privileged, confidential, or trade-secret information. 

Google further objects to this Request because it seeks information not relevant to 
a claim or defense of the underlying lawsuit or reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. Defendant seeks to defend the constitutionality ofthe 
Child Online Protection Act ("COPA'). In Google's understanding, Defendant would 
use the one million URLs requested from Google to create a sample world-wide web 
against which to test various filtering programs for their effectiveness. Google objects to 
Defendant's view of Google's highly proprietary search database-the primary reason for , 

the company's success-as a fkee resource that Defendant can access and use, some 
levels removed, to formulate its own defense. This is not an appropriate use of the 
federal courts' subpoena power. 

Moreover, Google's acceding to the Request would at least imply that Google 
views its search database as completely reflective of the world-wide web. As I explained 
during our last telephone call, Google does not hold itself out in this fashion, and in fact 
resists that notion. It is against Google's competitive interest to be viewed as completely 
reflecting the world-wide web. 

Google also objects to this Request because Defendant can obtain the information 
from public and other sources. For example, www.archive.org actually holds itself out as 
reflecting the entire world-wide web. Defendant states that it has attempted to use 
www.arclzive.org, but found the results unsatisfactory. Google does not know what 
efforts Defendant took-given www.archive.org's stated purpose, one would expect 
them-with an appropriate consulting relationship-to create the results that Defendant 
seeks. More broadly, Defendant's dissatisfaction with other infomation sources does not 
authorize Defendant to seek proprietary information from Google. 
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Google further objects to this Request as seeking redundant information. 
Defendant has already received URLs from at least one other major search engine. It is 
unclear why Defendant believes it needs URLs fiom Google. Though the search engines 
doubtlessly have some differences in the URLs they store, what distinguishes Google 
fiom its competitors is the sophistication of Google's search engine in locating relevant 
results and ordering relevant results. 

Google would also be unduly burdened if it were to respond. Google would have 
to spend a disproportionate amount of engineering time and resources to (i) "number" 
(even in rough terms) in real time the URLs contained in its search database and (ii) 
extract based on that initial numbering the URLs selected by Professor Stark. 

I 
1 Finally, Google objects because to comply with the Request could endanger its 

crown-jewel trade secrets. Professor Stark's involvement would require Google to 
t 

t disclose the approximate number of URLs in its database and some details about how it 
i 

i maintains crawled URLs, such as the number of servers, server distribution, and how 
often Google crawls the world-wide web. This information would be  highly valuable to 
competitors, or miscreants seeking to harm Google's business. ' Even under the governing 
protective order, Google, as a third party, does not see how it is justifiable to force it to 
risk even inadvertent disclosure of such trade secrets. 

B. Request 2 (queries) 

Google objects to this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome, vague, and 
intended to harass, and further to the extent that it seeks (a) information available fiom a 
party to the litigation; (b) inforrnation'subject to attorney-client, attorney-work-product, 
-or joint-interest protections; or (c) privileged, confidential, or trade-secret information. 

Google further objects to this Request because it seeks information not relevant to ' 

a claim or defense of the underlying lawsuit or reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. In Google's understanding, Defendant would use the 
one million queries requested fiom Google to emulate web searches at computing 
facilities subject to COPA. Google objects to Defendant's view of Google's highly 
proprietary queries database as a fiee resource that Defendant can access and use, some 
levels removed, to formulate its own defense. This is not an appropriate use of the 
federal courts' subpoena power. 

Moreover, Google's acceding to the Request would suggest that it is willing to 
reveal information about those who use its services. This is not a perception that Google 
can accept. And one can envision scenarios where queries alone could reveal identifying 
information about a specific Google user, which is another outcome that Google cannot 
accept. 
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Google further objects to this Request as seeking redundant information. Google 
believes that Defendant has already received queries from at least one other major search 
engine. It is unclear why Defendant needs additional queries from Google. And Google 
objects to this Request to the extent that Defendant could emulate expected queries at 
computing facilities subject to COPA by using public sources or by hiring a third party to 
create a model. 

Google would also be unduly burdened if it were to respond. Google would have 
to spend a disproportionate amount of engineering time and resources to (i) "number" 
(even in rough terms) the queries contained in its database and (ii) extract based on that 
initial numbering the queries selected by Professor Stark. 

Finally, Google objects because to comply with the Request could endanger its 
trade secrets. Dr. Stark's involvement would require Google to disclose the approximate 
number of queries it receives on a given day, and some details about how it stores those 
queries, such as the number of servers and sewer distribution. This information would be 
highly valuable to competitors, or miscreants seeking to harm Google's business. Even 
under the governing protective order, Google, as a third party, does not see how it is 
justifiable to force it to risk even inadvertent disclosure of such trade secrets. 

Feel fiee to contact me at 650-253-0000 or arama~ii@aoo~le.com with any 
questions. 

Very truly yo- 
C 

Commercial Litigation Counsel 




